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A CLASS OF GEOMETRIC LATTICES BASED ON FINITE GROUPS
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INTRODUCTION
The set P of all partitions of an n-element set, when ordered by ren finement, is a well-known geometric lattice enjoying a number of structural properties. Every upper interval of a partition lattice is a partition lattice, and in general, every interval is a direct product of partition lattices.
The Whitney numbers of the partition lattices are the familiar Stirling numbers, and the characteristic polynomial is simply a descending factorial, hence all its roots are integers. The set of partitions with a single nontrivial block is a Boolean sublattice of modular elements, so the partition lattice is supersolvable in the sense of Stanley [10] . Because of these and other structural properties, the partition lattices occupy a middle ground between the highly-structured projective (connected modular) geometric lattices and arbitrary geometric lattices, thereby exhibiting some of the consequences of the departure from modularity while retaining sufficient structure to facilitate their study and test conjectures.
We describe in this paper for any finite group G a class of finite geometric lattices, here called the partial G-partition lattices, which share a number of the properties of the partition lattices. Following a review in Section 2 of preliminary results on ordered sets and geometric lattices, the lattice Q (G) of partial G-partitions of an n-set, a geometric lattice of n rank n, is defined and its structure investigated in Section 3. There the existence of a surjective map Qn(G)~P n + l and an injective map P n + lQ n(G), both of which preserve order and rank, is demonstrated. The injection embeds P n + l in Q (G) n both as a sublattice and a subgeometry, and both maps reduce to isomorphisms when G is the trivial group of one element. The nature of covers and the interval structure in Q (G) is also examined in n Section 3. In Section 4, we prove the existence of a Boolean sublattice of modular elements in Qn(G) , implying its supersolvability, determine its M6bius function and characteristic polynomial, and show that the \fuitney numbers of the partial G-partition lattices satisfy recursions and inverse relations analogous to those of the Stirling numbers. Section 5 is devoted primarily to the representation problem of Qn(G) , following a description of the structure of the rank three (planar) geometries Q3(G) and a proof that nonisomorphic groups of the same order result in nonisomorphic lattices with the same Whitney numbers. We show that when n~3, Q (G) is representable n over a field F iff G is isomorphic to a subgroup of the multiplicative group of F. As a result, Q (G) is not representable over any field unless n G is cyclic. Thus simply by taking G noncyclic, we obtain an infinite class of moderately-structured geometric lattices which are not subgeometries of any projective geometry.
The results of this paper generalize to arbitrary finite groups many of the results in our earlier paper [5] , which in the present context dealt with the case where G is the multiplicative group of a given finite field.
Theorem 6 and the specializations of Theorems 1-5, 7 and 10 to that case appear in [5] ; Theorems 8, 9, and 11 have no counterpart there.
Although most of the extensions of the results in [5] to an arbitrary finite group are straightforward, we include them here not only to make the present paper self-contained, but also because of differences in notation, terminologys and definitions required for the general case.
PRELIMINARIES
We collect in this section a number of results and definitions required later. For further details the reader is referred to [2, 7] .
A preordered set (PI, s) is a set pI together with a reflexive, A oombinatorial geometry is a set S of "points" together with a closure opera tor A f+ A on subsets of S satisfying (a) the exohange property: if have the same cardinality, the rank of A. A subgeometry of a combinatorial geometry on S is a subset T of S with closure operator A~A n T. A subset of T is independent in the subgeometry on T iff it is independent in the original geometry.
The set of closed sets of a combinatorial geometry, ordered by inclusion, is a geometric lattice. Conversely, every geometric lattice L defines a geometry on its set S of points by A= {pip~sup A}. The lattice of the subgeometry on T consists of all elements x€L such that x = sup A for::-:
some subset A of T. It is not in general a sublattice of L. We shall identify a geometry with its (geometric) lattice of closed sets. A minor of L is a subgeometry of some interval of L.
If P, L are geometric lattices, an injective strong map is an injection a: P + L which takes points to points and preserves suprema: a(xvy) = a(x) v a(y). In this case P is isomorphic to its a-image in L, the latter a subgeometry of L. A projective geometry of dimension n-l over a field F is a combinatorial geometry of rank n. We denote its lattice by L (F).
n A representation of a rank n geometry P over F is an injective strong map a: P + L (F).
n Equivalently, P is representable over F iff there exists an injection (called a coordinatization) ñ : S + F, where S is the point set of P, such that a subset A of S is independent in P iff its image~(A) is linearly independent in F n . If P is representable over F, every minor of P is representable over F.
Let X be a finite set of n elements. A partition of X is a set of disjoint, nonempty subsets of X with The subsets are the blocks of 1T. There is an obvious correspondence between partitions of X and equivalence relations defined on X, the blocks of thẽ partition being the equivalence classes.
The set P of all partitions of X is (partially) ordered by refine- Elements of G will be denoted K, A,~, ••• with or without subscripts. We define a partiaZ G-partition of X as a set (3.3) of functions into e sets of X. Thus G for which the domains are disjoint, nonempty sub- iff We will be concerned primarily with the ordered set Q (G) n henceforth, but proofs will often be given in terms of Q' (G) n and its preorder, with E-equivalence replacing equality.
Any func tion f on Q' (G) which is constant on E-classes will be taken The composite '11'°1: Q~Q n n is the identity on Qn' so ' 11' is partition is its only n-preimage, so n is an isomorphism Qn(l)~Qn' hencẽ ·n is an isomorphism Qn(l)~P n .
As in Qn' covers in Qn(G) are of two types. A I-cover of (a) is obtained by deleting some a j from a, while a II-cover of (a) is ob-
all maximal chains in any interval tained by replacing two functions a j , a k of a a j + Aa k
(by E-equivalence, the coefficient of either case, the covering element (8) has lsi isfies the chain condition:
by a linear combination a. may be taken as 1). defined for all 1~i, i'~n, i~iV, A E G. Note that (a(ii')(A» = (a(i'i)(A-l ».
Our next theorem describes the structure of upper and lower intervals of Q (G). From these the structure of an arbitrary interval can be obtained. n 
anti-isomorphism from M to the Boolean lattice of subsets of
The MBbius function [7] ~: LxL~~of a finite partially order set L is defined recursively by~(x,x) = I,~(x,y) = 0 if x~y, and (x,y) =
L~(x, z)
z:x~z<y if x~y. If L is a geometric lattice of rank n with rank function p,
The characteristic polynomial extends to geometric lattices the notion of the chromatic polynomial of a graph. In particular, if L is the lattice of contractions [7] of a linear graph r with k components, then the chromatic polynomial of r is
The lattice of partitions is 
where (x)(n) is the falling factorial x(x-l) ••• (x-n+l).
Proof: We take as our c in (4. 
L~(x,y) = L~(O,x).
x:x~y x:x~y
Similarly,~w (n,r) W(r,s) braically, a quasi-group) can be used to construct a planar geometry with the incidence properties described above for Q3(G). However, the nonassociativity of quasi-groups prevents generalizing the construction of letting G be a quasigroup, for dimensions n > 3. 
[a(a),a(l»). By Theorem 2(a), [(a),l)~Q3(G) and [a(a),a(l»)~Q3(G').
Thus it is sufficient to prove the theorem for n = 3. Clearly a must take the sub1attice M of modular elements in Q3(G) onto M in Q3(G'), and we may assume without loss of generality that aiM is the identity on sub- A~€G'.
1.
The restriction of a to S. we may such that for all K,A € G, so <P is an isomorphism.
We turn now to the representation problem for Q (G). ext prove G give a representation of
We may assume, therefore, that the given representation is of this form.
Recall now the bijections~.: G + -H satisfying (5.4). We now prove that a preserves suprema. It will then follow that a: Q (G) + L (F) is an injective strong map, so that n n to its a-image, the latter a subgeometry of L (F). n Q (G) is isomorphic n
Let (o),(S)~Qn(G).
Since a is order-preserving, 
